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Abstract 
Ferdinands, J., Some complex Grassmannian manifolds that do not fibre nontrivially, Topology 
and its Applications 40 (1991) 221-231. 
A finite CW complex X is said to be prime if, given a Hurewicz fibration F-, E + B with E 
homotopy equivalent to X, and B and F homotopy equivalent to finite CW complexes, either B 
or F is contractible. We show that certain 3- and 4-plane complex Grassmannian manifolds are 
prime. 
Keywords: Complex Grassmannian manifold, compact fibering, prime, connectedwise prime, 
transfer. 
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If C is a compact Lie group and );I is a closed subgroup, G/H is known as a 
homogeneous pace. If K is a closed subgroup strictly between H and G, then 
there is a nontrivial fibering K/H + G/H + G/K. In [IS], Schultz conjectured that 
if H were maximal, and if some other conditions were imposed, then there were 
no nontrivial fiberings of G/H. 
This conjecture has been verified for several special cases. For example, the 
even-dimensional projective spaces over the real numbers, co 
nions and Cayley numbers have no nontrivial fiberings. (See 
verified the conjecture for several other homoge 
odd-dimensional quaterniouic 
of Zplanes in complex n-spa 
3- and 4-plane complex 
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To state our results precisely, we will need the following definitions which are 
due to Gottlieb. If X is a finite CW complex, a compactfibering of X is a Hurewicz 
fibration F-, E + B with E homotopy equivalent o X, and B and F homotopic to 
finite CW complexes. We say that X is prime if, given any compact fibering F + E + B 
of X, either B or F is contractible. In addition if X is connected, we say that X is 
connectedwise prime if, given a compact fibering F + E + B with F connected, either 
B or F is contractible. 
In this paper the m-plane Grassmannian in complex n-space is denoted by 
G,,(C). The following results hold. 
Theorem 1.1. G,J C) is prime for n = 4k + 3, where k is a positive integer. 
Theorem 1.2. For n = 8 k + 4 and 8 k + 6, G& C) is connectedwise prime for all positive 
integers k, and is prime for all k 2 4. 
Theorem 1.3. For n = 9 k + 3 and 9k + 6, G,J C) is connectedwise prime for all positive 
integers k. Ggk +3,3 (C) is prime for all even k, and Ggk+& C j is prime for all odd k. 
We shall give a fairly detailed proof of Theorem 1.1. The proofs of Theorems 1.2 
and 1.3 are very similar to that of Theorem 1 .l, and differ mostly in the details of 
computation. Accordingly the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be omitted, and that of 
Theorem 1.3 will be given only for one special case. 
2, 
k, 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l 
We will first prove that Gdk+& C) is connectedwise prime for all positive integers 
To show this, we follow the strategy used in [ 151. Suppose that G4k+3,3( C) is not 
connectedwise prime. Then it has a compact fibering F b E 5 B with neither F 
nor B being contractible, and with F connected. Snice G4k+3,3( C) is a closed oriented 
manifold, both B and F satisfy a strong form of Poincare duality (see [ 13, 181). 
We show that the cohomological properties of G4k+3,3( C) imply that either B or F 
has zero-dimensional cohomology. Since a zero-dimensional Poincare- Wall complex 
is contractible [181, we will have a contradiction. 
Since G4k+3.1( C) is simply connected, a lemma in [ 151 implies that F and B are 
simply connected also. By a result in [9], the compact fibering F + E + B is what 
Halperin calls a rational jibration. The rational cohomology spectral sequence 
collapses 693, and therefore W*( B; Q!) maps injectively into H*( E; Q). 
It is well known [S] that the rational cohomology of G4k+3,3(C), and therefore 
of E, is a truncated polynomial algebra with generators in dimensions 2, 4 and 6, 
and relations in dimensions 8k + 2, 8k + 4 anA 8k + 6. In other words, H*( E; Q) = 
Q[xz, ~4, x6]/ I, where x2, x4, x6 are the generators of the polynomial algebra, and 
I is the ideal generated by the relations. Since N*( ) maps injectively into 
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H*(E; Q), it may be regarded as a subalgebra. Let D be the inverse image of 
H*( B; Q) under the natural map Q[x,, x4, x6] + H*( E, Cl). Then H*( B; Q) is 
isomorphic to D/I, where D is a subalgebra of the free polynomial algebra 
Q[x,, x4, x6], and hence D can be written as a polynomial algebra with at most 
three generators. Since H*(E; Cl) is zero in odd dimensions, this is true of H*( B; Q) 
also. So let H*(B; Q) have generators x, y and z in dimensions 2a, 2b and 2c 
respectively. Then [ 151 the rational Poincare polynomials for B and F are given by: 
p(B) (I_ p+*)( 1 _ t8”f4)( 1 - p+p 
= (1-t2a)(1-t2b)(l-t2c) ’ 
P(F) (1- rZ”)(l- t’“)(l- t2,) 
= (l-t2)(1-t4)(1-t6) l 
For simplicity, let u = t*. Then we get: 
-u”)(l-Ub)(l-UC) P(F)=(~l-u)(l-u’)(l-u3) l 
Since P(F) is a finite polynomial, at least one of Q, b and c must be even, say 
a. By looking at P(B), we see that a must divide 4k + 2, so a = 2m, where m is odd. 
We claim that both b and c must be odd. To see this, note that the Euler characteristic 
of B is given by: 
Since x(B) is an integer and Q is even, b and c must be odd. 
The Poincare polynomial of G4k+3,3( C) is given by: 
(For a reference, see [5].) Putting w = t’, we see that the Euler characteristic of E 
is given by: 
(4k+3)(4k+2)(4k+l) = 
l-2*3 * 
Clearly x(E) is odd. 
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We now use the properties of the Becker-Gottlieb transfer [2,3]. The transfer is 
a map 7: S” A B’+ S” A E’ for some positive integer n, which has the property that 
asp* : H*( B; h,) + H*( B; &) is multiplication by x(F). Since x(E) is odd, and 
x(E) =x( B)x( F) for compact fibrations (see [ 16, pp. 491-492]), x(F) is odd, a 
hence p* is a split monomorphism in H2 cohomology. So H*( B; L) is a subalgebra 
of H*( E; Z,). 
It is known (see [S]) that H*(E; ) is a polynomial algebra on the Chern classes 
cl s c2 and c3, with relations in dimensions 8k + 2, 8k +4 and 8k + 6. This implies 
[ll] that H*(E; is a polynomial algebra on the Stiefel-Whitney classes wz, 
and w,, with rel ns which are the images mod 2 of the relations for H*( E; 
We now prove the following important lemma: 
mma 2.1. H*( B; 
the same dimensions. Furthermore, the 
images under p* cf the generators of H* 
e sume number of generators, and in 
2) are polynoimials in the 
First we prove that H”(B; ) has no elements of finite even order. For if u 
is such an element, then Pp*(u) =x( F)u # 0, since x(F) is odd. So p*(u) is a 
ironzero element of finite order, which contradicts the fact that H*( E; Z) is torsion- 
free. 
Next we see by t Universal Coefficient Theorem that H*( B; L) is equal to the 
free part of H*( B; tensored with Z?. This proves the first sentence of the lemma. 
By what has been discussed earlier, H*( E; L) = &[ w2, w,, w,]lJ, where J is the 
erated by the relations for H*( E; a,). H*( B; H,) is a subalgebra of 
), and hence, by the same argument as for the case with rational 
cohomology, H*( B; is isomorphic to G/J, where G is a free polynomial algebra 
over Z?. By the first sentence of this lemma, G has three generators, say 2, F and 
5 Since G 3 J, the relations for H*( E; Z,) must be polynomials in -r?, i and 2 This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Let the relations for H*( E; Z,) be r8k+?, r8ci+4 and r8k+6. These are polynomials 
in w2, w4 and w,, and can be computed as follows (see [SJ): 
hk+2 = w&j, + w4&_~+ w&+4, 
rtG+4 = w4b& + w&+2, 
m 
h&+6 = W6W8k, 
(1+w~+w,+w~)(1+~~+)34-+* l )=l. 
From the fourth equation we can solve for each 6, in terms of w2, w4 and w6, 
and thus obtain r8&+2, &+4 and r8&+h in terms of wz, w4 and w+ 
We will need the action of the Steenrod Squares on w2, w4 and w& These actions 
are given in the following le 
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hnma 2.2. sq’( w4) = w2 w4 + w6 ) sq’( w6) = w2 w6 and sq4( w6) = w4w6. 
roof. The results follow immediately from Wu’s formula 
wk--lw,+t +* l l + wOwrn+k 
[ll, p.941. 0 
Let K be the ideal of H*( E; Z,) generated by w2 and w6. Then we obtain the 
following lemmas, which are easily proved by induction. 
a 2.3. $6 = wi mod K. 
mma 2.4. rgk+4 = wik+ ’ mod K. 
2.5. Sq”( wi) = WC” mod K, if i is odd. 
By Lemma 2.1, r 8k+4 is a polynomial in 2, 2 and 2 Lemma 2.4 implies that at 
least one of the generators must be equal to a power of w4 mod K. But only one of 
these generators is in a dimension divisible by 4, say 2, and this dimension is equal 
to 4m, where m is odd. So x’ = WY mod K. Then, by Lemma 2.5, Sq4(x”) =wT+’ mod K. 
Since H*(B; H2) is a subalgebra of H*(E; Z2), it has no relations in dimensions 
less than 8k + 2. There are two cases. 
Case 1. dim Sq”(x’) < 8k + 2. Since Sq4(x’) = WY+’ mod Sq4(x^) must be nonzero. 
The Steenrod operations commute with p*, so Sq4(Z) is a polynomial in 2, F a 
z’. But both 2 and 5 are zero mod K, so Sq4(x’) must be equal to a power of x” mod 
For dimensional reasons this implies that 4m divides 4m + 4, and hence that m = 1. 
Therefore dim 2 = 4. 
Case 2. dim Sq4( x’) 3 8k + 2. Then 4m + 4 a 8k + 2. But 4m divides 8k + 4, so either 
4m=8k+4, or 4msf(8k+4). In the latter case, 4m+4<$(8k+4)+4<8k+2 for 
all k 3 1. So necessarily 4m = 8k+4. Therefore dim x” = 8k+4. 
We shall consider each case separately, and show that they both lead to contradic- 
tions. 
Case 1. dimx”=4. 
2 is in H4(E; E,), and hence ?= awi+ w,, where cy =0 or 1. (Recall that 2 is 
equal to a power of w, mod K). Then Sq’(?) = ~2w4+ w6, which is nonzero. There- 
fore Sq2( ?) must be a generator for H*( B; H,). Let Sq2( x”) = f. 
Now we need the following lemma, which again is easily proved by induction. 
a rSk+2 = w2 4k-e1 mod L, where L is the ideal genemte 
since rgk+Z is a polynomia 
an odd power of w2 mod L. his can only be true for 
dim %8k+2. N 
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(1) dimZ~f(8k+6).Thendim~2<8k+2,soz’2#O.Wehaveseenthatdimz’=2c, 
where c is odd. Note that c f 1. For, since Gdk+J C) is a Kahler manifold of 
dimension 24k, the cohomology class cl in H’( E; la) corresponding to the closed 
2-form defined by the Kahler metric satisfies the condition c:2k # 0. (See [lo].) 
H2( E; Z) = Z, so the generator in dimension 2 in rational cohomology, and hence 
also in Z2 cohomology, must satisfy this condition. If dim 2 = 2, then Z = w2. Since 
wi2k # 0, this implies that dim(B) = dim(E). Quinn’s Formula dim(E) = 
dim(B) + dim( F) [ 131 implies that dim(F) = 0, so we have a contradiction. 
Since c > 1, by the Adem relations [ 121 we have: 
sq’sq”-‘( z’) = Sq”( Z) = 2’ # 0. 
Hence Sq”-‘(Z) # 0, so Sq “-‘(2) is a nonzero polynomial in x’ and f. 
It is easily checked that Sq*(?“‘) = 0, and Sq’(Z’“+‘) = ZZrny. Therefore, since 
Sq”-‘( 2) is a polynomial in 2 and f, Sq’Sq”-’ (5) is also a polynomial in 2 and i. 
But SqLSq2c-2( 2) = ?, which is a contradiction, since there are no relations between 
the generators in dimensions less than 8k + 2. 
(2) dim 5 = 8k + 2. We return to rational cohomology. H*( B; Q) has generators 
in dimensions 4,6 and 8k + 2. Therefore the Poincare polynomials of B and F are 
given by: 
4k+l 
P(F)=l;uu . 
By the Chern-Hirzebruch-Serre Theorem [7], the signatures of E, B and F satisfy 
the relation sgn( E) = sgn( B) sgn( F). It is well known that: 
if m(rt - m) is even. 
(Compare [ 141.) This implies that sgn( E) = 2k + 1. 
Clearly sgn( F) = *l. B has dimension 16k, so sgn( K) is at most the dimension 
of Hsk( B; Q) as a rational vector space, which dimension is given by the coefficient 
of u4k in the Poincare polynomial of B. We have: 
The coefficient of u4k is the number of ways of partitioning 4k into two nonnegative 
integers of the form 2m and 3n. Since 2m +3n = 4k, we must have n s $k. If k is 
even, n can take only even values, and if k is odd, n can take only odd values. In 
either case, there are at most $k + 1 possible valuer for n. Therefore sgn( B) s Sk + 1. 
Then, by the Chern-Hirzebruch-Serre Theorem, sgn( E) = sgn( B) sgn( F) s $k + 1. 
ut we have seen that sgn( E) = 2k + 1, so we have a contradiction. 
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(3) dim z” = 4k +2. By using rational cohomology and the Chern-Hirzebruch- 
Serre Theorem, we can obtain a contradiction for k 2 2. The details will be omitted. 
For k = 1 we have 
But this is not a finite polynomial, as can be seen by putting u = e2rri/3. 
Case 2. dim x’ = 8k + 4. The other generators f, z” have dimensions 26,2c respec- 
tively. Assume that 6 s c. With rational coefficients we have: 
If 6 = 4k + 1, then necessarily c = 4k +3, which gives P(B) = 1, and implies that B 
is contractible. So we may assume that 6 s $(4k + 3). This implies that dim(F2) = 4b < 
8 k + 2, so y” # 0. Therefore 
Sq”Sq’b_‘(j7) = Sq’b(y’) = y” # 0. 
This means that Sq2b-2(y’) #0, so Sq2b-Z(y’) must be the generator z”. 
Since H*( B; Z2) is a polynomial algebra in 2, p and 5, H’( B; Z,) = 0 for 2b c i c 
46 -2. Hence SqZbs2 cannot decompose. It can be shown, using the Adem relations, 
that Sq’ is indecomposable in terms of Steenrod squares if and only if i is a power 
of 2. (See [ 121.) It was further shown by Adams in [1] that Sq2” decomposes via 
stable secondary cohomology operations for n 3 4. Hence we must have 2b - 2 = 2, 
4 or 8. Since 6 is odd, the only possibilities are b = 3 ar,d Q = 5. 
(1) 6=3. Then ~=~w~+fiwZw~+yw6 for some cy, p and y in Z2. So we have: 
Sq’(v’) = (Yw;+(p+ ‘y)w&j. 
But we know that H*( B; H,) = 0, so Sq2(i) = 0. This implies that cy = 0 and p = y = I. 
But then f = w2w4+ w6 = Sq2( w4). p* is split manic over the algebra of stable 
cohomology operations [3], and hence if r is the transfer map, H”( E; Z,) = im p*O 
ker T*, and im p* and ker r* are invariant under the Steenrod squares. Since w4 is 
in ker T*, so is Sq2( w4). But we have just seen that Sq2( w4) = 2; so we have a 
contradiction. 
(2) 6 = 5. Then y has dimension 10, and 5= Sq8(y’) has dimension 18. By the 
Adem relations, 
Sq4Sq6(F) +Sq8Sq2(f) = Sq’O(i) = F2 z 0. 
But #(B; 2,) = 0 for 10 < i < 18, so Sq”(y’) and Sq’(F) must both be zero. Thus we 
get a contradiction. 
This completes the proof that G 4k+3,3(C) is connectedwise prime. If GP+q,P(C) 
with 4 > p, p 6 3 and pq even, is connectedwise prime, it is prime. In [ 151, Schultz 
proves this for p = 2, using a result fro [8] on the nonexistence of fixe oint free 
self maps for certain complex Crassmannians. he same ar ent goes !hrou!Zh 
for p = 3 also. Therefore li+.l..l( C) is e. El 
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G&C) has odd Euler characteristic for n =8k+4 and 8k+6, so we again use 
B2 cohomology and the Steenrod Squares to prove it is connectedwise prime. The 
fact that these manifolds are prime for k - ‘4 follows from the result that if G,,+,,(C) 
with q>ps4, pq even and 9>2p’- p - 1 is connectedwise prime, then it is 
prime. Again, this may be proved by the method used in [15], with the help of a 
result in [8]. 
roof of Theorem 1.3 
Theorem 1.3. For n = 9k +3 and Yk + 6, G,,J C) is connectedwise prime for all k. 
G 9k+3,3( C) is prime for all even k and Ggk+& C) is prime for a!? odd k 
roof. The proof will be given only for n = 9k +3, and some of the computations 
will be omitted. The proof for n = 9k + 6 is very similar. 
As before, let us suppose that F A E L B is a nontrivial compact fibering of 
G 9k+3,3( C). With rational coefficients, the Foincare polynomial of E is given by 
Then it is easily checked that x(E) is not divisible by 3, and therefore p* is a 
monomorphism in Z3 cohomology. H*( E; H,) is a polynomial algebra on generators 
cl, c2 and c3 in dimensions 2, 4 and 6 respectively, with relations in dimensions 
18 k + 2,18 k + 4 and 18 k + 6. The image of H*( B; Z3) is a subalgebra with generators 
x, y and z in dimensions 2a, 26 and 2c respectively, and the relations for H*( E; Z,) 
are polynomials in x, y and z. 
Let r18k+l, h+4 and bk+6 be the relations for H*( E; B3). Let I, J and K be the 
ideals generated by cl and c2, c2 and c,, and c, and c3 respectively. Then the 
following lemmas hold. Lemmas 3.1 to 3.3 and 3.5 are proved by induction. 
Lemma 3J. r18k+2 = ( -l)3kc3k+’ mod I. 
Lemma 3.2. r,8k+2 = (- 1)9k~T’+’ mod J. 
Lemma 3.3. If k is even, r,gk+4 = (-l)“““~:~“+“‘~ mod K. If k is odd, rIgk+2 = 
(-1) WZC;Wi+l )/2 mod K_ 
Let Pi denote the Steenrod operations for p = 3. Then we have: P’(cz) = 
2 
CIC~-C,C~+C$, P’(c3)=c;c3+c2c3, and P2(c3)=c;c3+c,c& 
There is a monomorphism p*: H*( BU(3); 2,) -+ H*( BT”; Z,) [4]. Both are 
free Z3 polynomial algebras; H*( BU( 3 ); Z,) has gL=nerators cl, c2 and c3 in 
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dimensions 2, 4 and 6 respectively, and H*( BT3; Z,) has generators x, , x2 and x3, 
all in dimension 2. By a result in [4], we have: 
p*cc19 =x1 +x2+x3, 
P*b39 = %x2x3* 
From the properties of the Steenrod p operations [17], we see that 
It may be checked by direct computation that p*(c:c2 - ctc3+ cz) is equal to the 
above polynomial in the xi terms. Since p* is a monomorphism, the result for P’(c,) 
follows. P’(c3) and P2(c3) can be found similarly. q 
Lemma 3.5. Let F’ denote the Steenrod operations for p = 3. Then for 12 not divisible 
by 3, P3(c;) = *c;+~ mod I. 
Since r18k+6 is a polynomial in x, y and z, Lemma 3.1 implies that at least one 
of them, say x, is equal to a power of c3 mod I. But if we use the Poincare polynomial 
to compute the Euler characteristic of B, we see that not more than one of a, b and 
c can be divisible by 3. So only x is a power of c3 mod I. The dimension of x is 2a, 
and hence a = 3m for some m not divisible by 3. 
3 m must divide 9k + 3. There are three possibilities: 3m G $(9k + 39, 3m = 
i(9k + 3)or 3m = 9k + 3. We shall give the proof only for the first case. 
Case 1. 3msf(9k+3). We have x= c,” mod 1. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, P3(x) = 
*g+2 mod I. 
NOW P”(x) has dimension 6m + 12<:(9k+3)+ 12~ 18k+2 for all k. Hence there 
are no relations between cl, c2 and c3 in this dimension, so P”(x) # 0. Since only x 
is a power of c3 mod I, P3(x) must be equal to a power of x mod I. This implies 
that 6m divides 6m + 12, and hence that m = 1 or 2. Thus x has dimension 6 or 12. 
Now P3(x) = *c?+~ mod I. Let 26 be the smallest dimension in which H*( 
0. If dim(x) = 6, the possibilities for b are 2 or 3. (6 = 1 leads to a contradiction as 
in Section 2, Case 1). If x has dimension 12, b could be 2, 4, 5 or 6. e shall 
consider only the case where dim(x) = 6 and b = 2. 
We know that y = N, cf + a2c2 and x = p,ci + /32c,c2 +c3 for some ai, pi in z3. Then 
P’(x) = c2c3 + terms containing cl, and hence is nonzero. 
Now suppose a2 = 0. Then P’(x) cannot be a generator, since Lemma 3.3 implies 
that some generator is a power of c2 mod But if P’(x) is not a generator, 
must have P’(x) = *xy. T ossible if a2 =o. So CQO, 
we may assume that cy2 = 
P’(u) = --a,c~+&-C*c~+C~. 
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Clearly p’(y) must be the third generator z, and P’(X) = *xy. We claim that al f: 0 
also. For suppose aI - - 0, Then the only generator which is nonzero mod J is X. NOW 
Lemma 3.2 implies that I 18k+I! is equal to a power of x mod jl. But dim x = 6, and 6 
does not divide t8k + 2. 
Suppose P*(x) = xy. By equating coefficients for this relation, we see that there 
are two possibilities: 
(I) Y== -cf+c2,x=-c,c,+c, and z=~‘~-tc~c~-c,c~+c~, 
(II) Y=c:+c~~x=Q and z=-c:+&-c,c~+c& 
From the Poincari polynomials for E and B, we see that dim(E) = 54k and 
dim{ B) = 54k - 6. If k is even, the signature formula in [ 141 shows that sgn( E) # 0. 
But then dim(B) is not divisible by 4, so the rational cohomology of B vanishes in 
the middle dimension, and hence sgn(~~ = 0. Now the them-~i~eb~ch-SeKe 
Theorem gives a contradiction. 
Therefore k must be odd, so 18k + 4 is not divisible by 4. Since r18k+4 is a polynomial 
in X, y and z, and only x has dimension not divisible by 4, rf8k+4 must have x as a 
common factor. But if the generators atisfy (II), then this implies that rr8&4 has 
c3 as a common factor. IIowever we can show by induction that ri8k+4 has a term 
-cTkcz, so the generators must satisfy (I). So y = -c:+cz, x = -c,ez+c, and 
? z 
Z=C~+C’;C~-C*CsfC>. 
Let I; be the ideal generated by c~. When we compute r18k+6 as in [SJ, we see 
that ru$k +6 = 0 mod L. Since y’= z + cl c3, r18k+6 is a polynomial in x and y mod L. 
Hence, modulo L, 
rm+ei - - *( c,c*)3k+i + c (c,c,)“(-cf + cz)? 
as 
Then the terms from the summation must yield a term ( c,c~)~~+‘. Let4 = 3’m, where 
M is not divisible by 3. Then (-c: + cz)‘I = (-c:*~‘+ c:‘)~, since we are using Z3 
coefficients, From the binomial expansion we see that the s:lmmation yields a term 
(C,cz)3k+’ only if 2 l 3’(m - i) = 3’ l i9 or if i = $m. This is impossible, since 3 does 
not divide rn. 
A similar argument worlcs for the case P’(X) = -xy. It turns out that z = 
(ci - y2) mod L, so that, mod L, r 18tr+6 is a polynomial in x, y and c& . 
The proofs for the cases 3m = 4(9k+ 3) and 3m = 9k + 3 will be omitted, to save _ 
space. 
That C 9&-+3 T(C) is prime if k is even follows from the result, mentioned at the 
end of Sectioi 2, that if G ~+~,~~C) with q > p, p s 3 and pq even is connectedwise 
prime, then it is prime. It also follows that C,,+,,(C) is prime if k is odd. U 
cost of the material in this paper was part of my disse~ation~ I am grateful to 
einhard ~~h~lt~ for his invaluable uidance, and also to Dan ~ottlieb 
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and Jim Becker for many helpful conversations. I also thank the referee for several 
helpful suggestions. 
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